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Introduction to the Report
In Fall 2017 a small group of Gitxsan began to meet out of concern for the language. The group
was comprised of hereditary chiefs, educators, language learners, language leaders and a few
elected council members from our Gigyeets communities. The committee Sim Algyax
Kali'aksim Gitksan was temporarily formed.
In March 2017 the first Sim Algyax Liliget was hosted to inform community members and
Hereditary Chiefs of our intentions to begin language planning. Shortly after language surveys
were distributed throughout the communities to gather information.
There were a few intentions behind this report. As the Federal Government was getting ready to
announce the new Indigenous Language Legislation we wanted to be ready for when funding
started to flowing, which turned out to be minimal amounts of money. Second, it’s important that
we understand all the elements of a language plan so that people and/or organizations can see
where they might fit into a comprehensive language strategy and what their role is in revitalizing
our language.

Introduction to the Gitxsan Language
The Gitxsan people are located inland along the Skeena River. Our traditional territory is
approximately 33,000 square kilometers, and is home to at least 7,595 members of the Gitxsan
Nation. It's been estimated that the Gitxsan Nation has a population of 8000 - 13,000 members.

The Gitxsan people speak Sim Algyax. The language is often called Gitxsanimx or Gitxsanimax.
Sim Algyax is the language family that is spoken amongst the people all up and down the Skeena
River and in the Nass Valley. Amongst the three Nations (Nisga'a, Tsimshian, and Gitxsan) the


Gigyeets is a Gitksan term used to describe the Western or Downriver villages including Gitsegukla,
Gitwangak, and Gitanyow.
*Gigeenix is a Gitxsan term used to descrive the Eastern or Upriver villages
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languages are called Gitxsanimx (or Gitxsanimx), Sim Algyaxhl Nisga'a, Sm'algyax (Tsimshian),
and Skiixs (Southern Tsimshian, dormant language status). Within the Gitxsan Nation there are
two main dialects - Geenix (upriver or eastern dialect) and Gyeets (downriver or western
dialect).

Sim Algyax Language Decline
By the 1950’s the Gitxsan Nation began to see an extremely sharp decline in children being
raised in the language. This is following over 150 years of oppressive policies designed to
dismantle our languages, laws and governance structures. The most detrimental policies to our
languages included the potlatch ban and generations of compulsory attendance in residential
schools, Indian day schools, and boarding home/school programs. The education system in
Canada continues to serve as a powerful tool for linguicide in our communities.
Around the time when Canada ended mandatory attendance in residential school other policies
were imposed to ensure our languages continued to deteriorate. The Family Allowance Act was
introduced and ensured that school aged children had to be enrolled in school for families to
qualify for a baby bonus, further encouraging Indigenous parents to enroll their children in
residential schools and Indian day schools. The 60’s Scoop also took many Indigenous children
from their families and paid non-native people to raise them attempting to assimilate us into
white culture. Currently, there are more Indigenous children in care than ever went to residential
school and it is being called the Millenium Scoop. The policies in place by the Ministry of Child
and Family Services continue to pay and support non-native families to raise Indigenous
children, further assimilating them into western culture.
Although many of policies that directly oppress our language has been dismantled, the current
political infrastructure, policies, and funding (or lack of) continue to ensure that Indigenous
languages deteriorate1.

History of Language Revitalization Efforts
The first recordings of our and language likely began in the early 1900’s by ethnographers and
anthropologists such as William Beynon, George T. Emmons, and Maurius Barbeau. In a time
when western culture was convinced that Indigenous cultures were dying and had even
implemented policies to extinguish our language and culture. Many photographs, audio
recordings and physical artifacts were taken stored in museums. Many of the audio recordings
were of our songs, these audio recordings are still housed in museums across the continent.
These early efforts to create language resources focused on preserving a record in anticipation of
language extinction and was not focused on the use or continuation of our language.
1

The Terry Project, UBC. “The Silent Genocide: Aboriginal Language Loss FAQ”
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The next wave of revitalization efforts was in the 1960’s and early 1970’s when the Ksan
Historical Village and Museum was created. Beginning with one long house that housed a
library, gift shop, and museum. The demand quickly grew, and more longhouses were built. The
space was created for a cultural resurgence by means of a carving school and performing arts
group. In the early 1970’s many audio recordings of our language and culture were created at
Ksan and throughout our villages. This was likely a part of the British Columbia Indian
Languages Project. Many ethnographic and linguistic resources were created throughout BC as a
result of this project.
In the early 1970’s an orthography (an alphabet/written language) and dictionary was created by
Linguist, Bruce Rigsby and Lonnie Hindle (Gam Anuutxw). This was likely the first
revitalization efforts that focused specifically on the Gitxsan language, rather than other cultural
aspects of the Gitxsan Nation. It was also the first time the Gitxsan language was written. Since
then many language resources have been created by language champions throughout our nation.
In 1989 Gitwangak opened the first immersion school in BC (Wilp Si Wilaxinsxw Simgigyet) at
a time when language decline was very noticeable amongst the Gitxsan aged 35 and under. The
immersion school was created under the direction of the Hereditary Chiefs, elders, band council,
education board and parents. Some of the school’s goals were to redefine education from a
Gitksan worldview and to develop the children’s Gitsanimx communication skills. Although it
does not currently operate as an immersion school, it continues to have strong language and
culture programs where the children receive up to 8 hours in immersion every week.

Redress
Since time immemorial Gitxsan people have the inherent right to self-determination; to freely
determine our political status and pursue economic, social and cultural development 2. Indigenous
peoples right to self-determination was significantly interrupted with the imposition of western
policies. In recent years there’s been important national and international factors that are helping
to restore basic language rights (and human rights) of Indigenous peoples.
In 2015 the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada introduced nearly 100 calls to
action. The calls to action regarding Indigenous languages mostly call upon the federal
government and church parties. The recommendations for Indigenous languages are summarized
below;
1. The federal government was called upon to;

“Honouring the Truth, Reconciling for the Future: Summary of the Final Report of the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission of Canada; United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous People
2
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- Protect the right to languages including the teaching of Aboriginal
languages as credit courses
- Acknowledge that Aboriginal rights include Aboriginal language rights
[with in Section 35 of The Canadian Constitution]
- Enact an Aboriginal Languages Act and appoint a Federal Languages
Commissioner
- Provide funding to national broadcasters to properly reflect diverse cultures
and increase programming in aboriginal languages.
2. Church Parties were called upon to establish permanent funding to Aboriginal people for
community-controlled language revitalization projects.
In May 2016 Canada announced its full support of the United Nation’s Declaration on the Rights
of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP), after much reluctance. In November 2019 British Columbia
also adopted the UNDRIP. The declaration was established to guarantee Indigenous Peoples
individual and collective rights that will allow us to move further together on the path towards
human rights. UNDRIP recognizes our right to;
- Transmit to future generations our histories, languages, oral traditions and philosophies,
- Retain our own names for communities, places and persons,
- Establish and control our own educational systems and institutions providing education in
our own language, in a manner that is appropriate to our cultural methods of teaching and
learning, and
- Establish our own media in our own language.
Although UNDRIP is influencing policies at the regional, provincial and national level, it
remains non-binding in Canadian law. As Gitxsan people we must assert our rights to pursue
economic, social and cultural development whenever possible.

Current Language Revitalization Efforts
The following list provides an overview of the language revitalization efforts that was being in
throughout our communities before impacted by COVID-19.
Kispiox
● Weekly Adult Drop-In Class, Volunteer Based
● Offered the Reclaiming my Language Program through First Peoples Cultural Council, a
program for Silent Speakers that uses Cognitive Behavioural Therapy
Gitanmaax
● Weekly Adult Drop-In Class in winter months, Volunteer Based
● Resource Development (physical and digital), ongoing volunteer based
● 2 Language Speakers in Head Start program, parent language learning once a week,
grant-funded
7

●
●
●
●

Independent Language Nest, grant-funded, Two-Mile
Website and flashcard project, Gitxsan Wetsuwet’en Education Society
Gitxsan Language Teaching Certificate Program, 2-year program, GWES & UNBC
Offered the Reclaiming my Language Program through First Peoples Cultural Council, a
program for Silent Speakers that uses Cognitive Behavioural Therapy
Gitsegukla
● Weekly Adult Drop-In Class, Volunteer Based
Gitwangak
● Wilp Siwilaxinsxw Simgiigyet School offers 6-8 hours of immersion programming a
week to their students and has half days of immersion in the head start
● Curriculum Development through the Wilp School using First Nation’s Language
Essentials Curriculum & Paul Creek Curriculum
Gitanyow
● Weekly Adult Class through health department, grant-funded
● Speakers in the Head Start Program, grant funded
● Exposure language class in the elementary school
● Offered the Reclaiming my Language Program through First Peoples Cultural Council, a
program for Silent Speakers that uses Cognitive Behavioural Therapy
Most of the language revitalization efforts happening in the Gitxsan Nation are grassroots and
volunteer based. The Gitxsan Nation is also lucky to have a few mentor-apprentice programs
through First Peoples Cultural Council. From 2018 to 2020 there has been additional money
available via grant.
In addition to the above-mentioned language work, almost every elementary school offers
exposure language and/or cultural classes of about 2 - 2 ½ hours a week. The exception being
Gitwangak Wilp School that offers up to 8 hours of immersion a week.

Language Revitalization Efforts in Other Nations
WITSUWET’EN
www.niwhkinic.org/programs
For the Wet’suwet’en Nation most of the language revitalization efforts are through the
community of Witset.
- Language Nest Classes for Parents using FNLE Curriculum
- Adult Immersion Class for community
- Implemented FNLE Curriculum in the elementary school
- Created a language and culture society
- Developed a Language Strategy including short term, mid-term, and long term goals
- Mentor-Apprentice Programs
- Digitization Projects
8

TAHLTAN
The Tahltan have a few short video clips on Vimeo that tell a quick story of some of the
work they’re doing with the language. Some of the language programming in the Tahltan
Nation includes;
- 3 language nests
- Diploma Program in Indigenous Language Revitalization. Program offered in community
in partnership with UVIC
- Adult Immersion Courses, Paul Creek Curriculum
- Mentor-Apprentice Programs

NSYILX
www.thelanguagehouse.ca
- Language Society
- Language House
- Digitization Projects
- Audio Recordings, Audio-Visual Recordings, and Films
- Adult Language Immersion Program that brings people to an intermediate level of
speaking using Paul Creek Curriculum
- Language Nest

SENĆOŦEN
-

-

-

Excellent in long-term strategy and implementation
Implemented Mentor-Apprentice Programs to create a group of second language
speakers. Then partnered with UVIC to put their cohort of language learners through
Bachelor of Education Programs
Created an immersion program for Kindergarten to Grade 3
- Kindergarten is a Nature Program
- Grades 1-3 get up to 2.5 hours a day in the forest, beach, land, etc.
Language Speakers being raised in the home
Adult Classes and Mentor-Apprentice Programs

Achievements and Accomplishments
Despite many years of policies that were intended to dissipate our language, we still have a
strong community of speakers. We have people who are highly skilled at resource development,
trained in different methodologies of teaching language, speakers who are highly skilled at
creating immersion environments, speakers who are strong on the land, and artists who continue
to tell our histories. We come from a very strong people with a long history of resistance.
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Current Language Planning Efforts
In Fall 2017 a small group of Gitxsan began to meet out of concern for the language. The group
was comprised of hereditary chiefs, educators, language learners, language leaders and a few
elected council members from our Gigyeets communities. The committee Sim Algyax
Kali'aksim Gitksan was temporarily formed.
Planning and collaboration meetings with our committee included hosting meetings to present
back information, develop surveys, and create short-term goals. As suggested by First Peoples
Cultural Council’s Language Planning Guide, we held community consultations in the form of a
Sim Algyax Liliget (an all clans language feast) to encourage community support and feedback.
During the Sim Algyax Liliget information was shared and feedback was gathered. Initially these
Sim Algyax Liligets were a great way to gather information and present information back.
In March 2018, the first Sim Algyax Liliget was hosted by the Sim Algyax Kali’aksim Gitksan
Committee and the Gitwangak Hereditary Chiefs. At the Sim Algyax Liliget the committee
expressed their concerns about the current state of the Gitxsan language and announce the plans
to begin language planning.
A survey was developed to get an accurate state of the language, a snapshot of where we are at in
terms of the number of speakers, their proficiency levels and corresponding ages. To get the
survey out into the community we requested assistance from community organizations including
band, health, and education departments and organizations in all 6 Gitxsan Villages. Online
surveys were also available for our off-reserve community members. The intention was to get a
large enough sample size to produce accurate statistics. Although we fell quite short of getting a
large enough sample size, the results were enough to show a general trend.
Once the surveys were analyzed a draft report was presented at the second Sim Algyax Liliget,
hosted by the Gitsegukla Simgiigyet and the Kali’aksim Gitksan Commitete in July 2018.
Although the turnout was not great in numbers, the feedback and quality of conversations were
rich. The preliminary results from the surveys were presented and the feedback from the
Gitsegukla language feast has been incorporated throughout this report.
This report continues to be updated and used as a living document. Although the implementation
of a comprehensive language plan continues to be a challenge. We will discuss the challenges of
implementation later in the report.



Gigyeets is a Gitksan term used to describe the Western or Downriver villages including Gitsegukla,
Gitwangak, and Gitanyow.
*Gigeenix is a Gitxsan term used to descrive the Eastern or Upriver villages
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Overview of Approach and Planning Process
The community planning process has been guided by a resource published by First Peoples
Cultural Council entitled “A Guide to Language Policy and Planning for B.C. First Nations”.
The recommended steps for community language planning are as follows;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Determine the status of the language
Community mobilization and support
Research
Set language goals
Planning
Implement language projects
Use the language more
Keep the language alive

These steps serve as a guide and are intended to be adapted to suit the individual needs of each
nation.

Assessment of the Surveys
Surveys were used to determine the status of the language, as well as the attitudes, beliefs and
values of the language. This section of the report will focus on responses from our 3 Gigyeets
communities including Gitanyow, Gitwangak and Gitsegukla.

Who responded to the surveys?
The response from the clans was balanced. Geographically, most respondents were from
Gitanyow, then Gitwangak followed by Gitsegukla. The figure below shows the number of
respondents from each community organized by clan.
Figure 1, Survey Respondents

Respondents By Clan
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Gitanyow
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Gitsegukla

One of the purposes of the survey was to identify how many speakers are alive and what the age
range is. Each survey asked, “How well can you speak the language?”. Respondents answered on
a 1 to 5 scale; the text box beside the graph 1-5 range of
speaking proficiencies.
1. Not at all
2. Know some vocab, can’t
speak in sentences

AGE

Speakers and Ages
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3. Not very well; know a lot
of words and phrases but
have difficulties
communicating

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

4. Somewhat fluently, can
make myself understood but
have some problems with it
5. Fluently

SPEAKING PROFICIENCY

Figure 2, Speaking Proficiency and Corresponding Ages
In analyzing the surveys, we found that most of the fluent speakers are aged 70 and over. Our
people aged 50-70 seem to be across the board with their proficiency levels.
Another important factor to consider is how well people understand the language. There are
many people who understand the language but are not able to speak it. These people are
sometimes called as Silent Speakers. Each survey asked, “How well do you understand the
language?”. The text box beside the graph explain the 1 to 4 scale that’s used to rate people’s
comprehension.
1. Not at all

Comprehension and
Corresponding Ages

2. Understand some words
and phrases only

100

3. Understand most of a
conversation, but not
completely

80
60
40

4. Very well; understand
everything someone says to
me
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Figure 3, Comprehension and Corresponding Age
Our people aged 40-60 years old are still across the board with their ability to comprehend the
language. There is, however, still a strong community of people aged 40-60 that are Silent
Speakers. Creating language programs for silent speakers can be a fast way to increase the
amount of language speakers within a Nation. Silent speakers may also have an intuitive
knowledge of the language that a Second Language Speaker may never achieve.
Although these graphs demonstrate a general trend, it’s important to acknowledge that selfevaluations are not always accurate. Highly proficient people may rate themselves lower than
others would, and some people who are not very proficient can rate themselves as highly
proficient. For this reason, there was a follow-up question asking people how many words they
can say and understand. The results are presented in the graphs below.

How Many Words Language Learners
can Say and Understand
80
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60
50
40
30
20
10
0

0

1-24

25-49

50-99 100-199 200-299 300-399 400+

How many words can you say

How many words do you Understand

Figure 4, How Many Words Language Learners Can Say and Understand
Most language learners can only say and/or understand under 50 words and phrases.
Language learners experienced many barriers to learning Sim Algyax. In implementing language
programming it’s important to try to eliminate as many barriers as possible to create meaningful
opportunities for people to learn. The graph below shows the main barriers that language learners
face when trying to learn to speak Sim Algyax.
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Barriers Learners Experience in Language
Learning
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Figure 5, Barriers to Learning the Language
In creating programs for language speakers it’s important to eliminate as many barriers as
possible. It’s also important to acknowledge that there is a lot of trauma that we carry along with
our languages. The post-colonial impacts that we’re collectively healing from can still
significantly impact a person’s ability to commit to language learning programs.

The following two graphs outline what type of language programs our people believe should be
prioritized. The responses are separated by language learners and language speakers. Keep in
mind there was a much higher response from language learners than language speakers, likely
because we currently have way more non-speakers than speakers.

Prioritized Programming of
Speakers

Prioritized Programming of
Learners
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Figure 6, Language Program Priorities of Speakers and Learners
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Both Language Speakers and Language Learners identified Language Nests, Elementary
Immersion Programs and Adult Immersion Programs in their top 3 strategies.

Fishman’s 8 Scale Framework for Evaluating Language Endangerment
One of the main tools used to choose effective language strategies is the
The Graded Intergenerational Disruption Scale developed by linguist Joshua Fishman. This
framework uses a 1-8 scale, 1 being perfectly healthy (like English) and 8 being the most
threatened stage. Although it has been redone many times, this framework continues to be used
as an international benchmark for choosing effective strategies to reverse the language shift.
Table 1, Joshua Fishman's Graded Intergenerational Disruption Scale
Stage Description
8
- The most threatened stage
- Few remaining speakers who are
socially isolated from each other
- No new speakers being created
- Few learners
- No children have been raised in the
language in 2+ generations
7
- All remaining speakers are over childbearing age
- No new children are being raised in
the language
- Some learners
- Language is still heard at cultural
events
- There is a culturally active population
of speakers, mostly over the age of 60
6
- The most critical stage, all succeeding
stages depend on it
- Language is spoken in the home
- Parents are consciously raising their
children in the language
- Can be stable stage for languages
without being written, taught in
schools or spoken in workplace
5
- The language is used orally and in
written form by almost all generations
- Language is used in a socio-cultural
15

Revitalization Efforts
- Record and document as much as
possible for later possible reconstruction
- Work with existing elders and/or
reconstruct language from
documentation
- Speakers are an active resource
- Strengthening bonds between existing
speakers and learners
- Create opportunities for learners to
speak and hear the language
- Create second-language speakers of
child-bearing age
- Bring the language into the home
- Focus on bringing the language back
into the home
- Parents must be empowered and
supported to speak the language at home
with children, elders and others

- Offering the literacy and programs in the
school and other institutions in the
community

way in the community
- Non-formal local language schools
more common than academic
institutions

- Strengthen its perceived value or status
in the community
- Try not to depend on public institutions
and maintain efforts in the home and in
the community

Note that the healthiest stages 1-4 have been excluded as no Indigenous languages in Canada fit
within those categories.
No language will fit perfectly into one box, more realistically we can see our language fitting
into more than on stage. Placing our language between Stages 7-8, along with most Indigenous
languages in Canada. According to Fishman’s recommendations
Placing Gitxsan Sim Algyax between Stages 7 and 8 the following recommended actions
It’s important to create new speakers of child-bearing age and try to bring Sim Algyax in the
home as the dominant spoken language.
With few remaining speakers it’s also important to document as much as possible. The
linguistics department at University of British Columbia does a lot of formal documentation,
although it doesn’t create speakers in community. If in the event we don’t create new language
speakers of Sim Algyax and our language goes to sleep or becomes dormant, the language could
be picked up again with enough linguistic documentation, the Myaamia language is an excellent
example of this.

Appropriate Language Strategies
The surveys show that the top 3 priorities of both Language Learners and Language Speakers
included Language Nests for children aged 0-5, Elementary School Immersion Programs, and
Adult Immersion Programs, in different orders. In addition to the above mentioned, there was
also interest expressed in bringing a linguistics program into community.
One thing to note is that Language Speakers understood the value of having language
programming that focus on families using the language in the home. Language speakers
understand the importance of language learning in the home. The home is the first place where
people learn language, whether it be English of Sim Algyax.
To achieve successful language nests and elementary immersion programs, the first strategy that
needs to be implemented is adult immersion programming. This is because the adults are the
ones who are teaching the children.
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It’s important to note that a “minority” language can be in a totally healthy state as long as it’s
spoken in the home. This means that it is possible to have a healthy language, even if it’s not the
dominant language spoken in the schools, stores, banks, etc.
Although it wasn’t identified as a top priority, land-based programs and seasonal camps are also
an integral component in any Indigenous language strategy. It is often said that our language
comes from the land, and the two cannot be separated from each other.

Challenges to Implementing a Language Plan
The existing infrastructure of the Band System usually includes three main departments
including Band, Education, and Health. It is very common for language to get classified under
the Education Portfolio. The Education Portfolio will usually include 4 main components
including Head Start, Elementary School, Secondary School, and Post Secondary Education.
Rather than offering immersion programs, communities will often put one speaker in the head
start, one speaker in the elementary school, and one speaker in the high school. The rest of the
child’s upbringing is in English, the rest of the child’s Education is in English.
In order for elementary, head start, seasonal land-based programs, and immersion programs to
support families in the home to be successful there needs to be strong adult immersion
programming in place to support these strategies.
It would be good for there to be a central society who can work to support adult immersion
programming. A central society that could work together with local schools, head starts, health
departments, etc. to help bridge the gaps in language programming in the existing band
infrastructure.

Vision Statement
Yukwhl Dim Gwalx Yee’insxw’m hl Sim Algyax Doxhl Naahlx dip Niye’e
Yukw hl dim Gina Lek Sim Algyax ehl naahl ent dim begwit
To pass down our language as our grandfathers have always done; to create a strong community
of Gitxsan language speakers who are deeply rooted in Gitxsan values and laws.

Strategic Goals
Short Term Goals
- Establish a language committee/working group under the existing Gitanyow Huwilp
Society
- Establish resolution of support with the Gitanyow Hereditary Chiefs and develop
protocol for supporting the language plan and presenting information back
- Advocate for and establish core funding
17

-

-

Establish visible signs in our language throughout the communities
Identify other partnership opportunities and linkages in the communities
Establish a Gitanyow Language House to create a safe place for people to speak, store
any materials related to the protection and revitalization of the language, and develop
material for the revitalization of our Sim Algyax language
Find funding to offer additional training in language teaching methods for language
learners and language champions (see Appendix 3 for a list of language
Hire a language coordinator to implement the language plan
Implement a Mentorship-Apprentice Program to create 15 new language speakers over a
period of three years amounting to 45 speakers at the end of 6 years
Create a social media/technology strategy to promote the progress of language learners
Recognize and provide accredited recognition for emerging speakers for universities to
satisfy language requirements within the Gitxsan Nation

Mid-Term Goals
- Establish language curriculum to deliver adult immersion programs
- Curriculum must include and build up to subjects including land, laws, protocol,
song, dance and drama
- Develop a strategy to support language learning in the home
- Deliver a linguistics diploma program in community by partnering with an existing
institution
- Provide digitization, translation, transcription and archival services
- Support the professional development of emerging language speakers to be teachers,
early childhood educators, nurses, home-makers, councilors, etc.
- Work with other organizations to develop language policies and financial initiatives that
encourage language speaking of employees
- Support language learning and language speaking opportunities for off-reserve Gitxsan
people
- Provide ongoing activities in the language to support emerging language speakers
- Create targets immersion targets for children aged 0-12 to accomplish a certain amount of
hours in immersion, and have assessments to measure their achievement
Long Term
- Increase the number of fluent and emerging language speakers
- Ensure fluent speakers are highly trained in several methods of language teaching
- Develop and offer immersion programming to Gitanyow members of all ages throughout
our community and lax yip
- Increase literacy of Sim Algyax
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Prioritized Actions
-

-

Establish a resolution of support with Gitanyow Hereditary Chiefs and implement
policies for reporting and presenting information back to the Chiefs
Create a cohort of mentor-apprentice programs for silent speakers
Advocate for and establish core funding
Identify needs for curriculum development plan

Targets and timelines

Year 1
Establish a
working
committee

Year 2

Year 3
Hire a
Gitanyow Sim
Increase
Algyax
amount of
Director
language
learning
Secure Core resources and
Curriculum
Funding
Plan
Implement
adult
immersion
programs

Year 5
Work with
bands to
strategically
fund
committed
language
learners for
post
secondary
programs

Year 10
Have
language
programs in
all the villages
for all ages
including 0-5,
elementary,
adult, families
and seasonal
camps

Monitoring and Evaluation Strategy
Surveys will be used by program participants throughout the planning, implementation and
evaluation process to ensure quality language programming and assist in guiding future planning
efforts. The image below illustrates how surveys will be used in monitoring and evaluating the
effectiveness of programs.
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Figure 7, Monitoring and Evaluation Strategy
used in FPCC’s language planning resource

Opportunities for Partnerships and Examples of Current Partnerships
As Gitanyow Hereditary Chiefs Society continues to move forward with this language plan it’s
important to identify potential partnerships. In implementing this language plan it’s important to
identify the safe spaces where Sim Algyax is used and practiced.
and work together with other organizations and institutions on Gitxsan territory and across the
province.
Given the demand for stronger language programming in education institutions, there are
opportunities to work alongside local elementary schools. Most of the elementary schools in
Gitxsan Territory are governed under the First Nations Education Act or the BC School Act.
Gitanyow being the exception, which is under the Independent Schools Act. The benefit of being
under the Independent Schools Act is that we’re permitted and, in fact encouraged, to deliver the
curriculum from our pedagogical, religious, or cultural perspectives.

There are also opportunities to partner with post-secondary institutions. The Linguistics
Department at the University of British Columbia has been working with our language for many
years. The of Victoria has a teacher training program focused on Indigenous Language
Revitalization, which could be offered through community. The University of Northern British
Columbia’s currently has a partnership with the Gitxsan Wet’suwet’en Education Society and are
implementing a diploma program to certify language and cultural teachers. The Hazelton
location of Coast Mountain College is also identified as a potential partnership and has recently
offered adult language classes. Coast Mountain College has also partnered with Ska’yan to
Indigenize their content through land-based learning. Simon Fraser University (SFU) has not
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previously worked with the Sim Algyax language but does partnerships with other First Nations.
SFU currently has an accredited Squamish language immersion program and offers a Certificate
and Diploma Program in First Nations Languages.
Other potential organizations to create a partnerships with include the Gitanyow Health
Department and the Indian Residential School Committee, both of which recently implemented
language programming. The Gitanyow Health Department will be completing an adult language
class in March 2020. The Indian Residential School Committee recently completed a program
for silent speakers using cognitive behavioural therapy.
When planning language programming the land is always mentioned as an integral component.
Our language comes from the land. There are also potential partnerships with Hereditary Chiefs
such as Wii Litsxw and Ska’yan who have existing land-based programs on their traditional
territory that provide a safe space for the language to be spoken.

Current Funding Options
One of the main challenges in implementing a language strategy like this is securing adequate
and reliable core funding. Historically there has been little or no money allocated to the
revitalization of Indigenous languages in Canada. In British Columbia almost all of the funding
available for Indigenous languages is offered through First Peoples’ Cultural Council through
grant-based funding. First Peoples’ is also advocating for opportunities to provide core funding
to language organizations.
In recent years the Provincial NDP Government announced $50 million for revitalization of
Indigenous languages in BC that is to be spent by 2021/2022 fiscal year. This funding is only
available through grant-based programming through First Peoples Cultural Council, an
Indigenous operated crown corporation. Whether or not this type of funding will be available in
the future likely depends on the NDP get into office in the 2021 provincial elections.
In June 2019 the Indigenous Language Act under Heritage Canada. The main points to take away
from the Indigenous Languages Act is that it provides “adequate, substantial, and long term
funding” and that there will be an Office of the Commissioner of Indigenous Languages in
Canada. For accountability the Commissioner will submit an annual report to the Minister of
Heritage on the vitality and usage of Indigenous languages and the adequacy of funding the
federal government. The federal government has so far committed a 5 year funding plan.
•
•
•
•

2019/2020: $15 million*
2020/2021: $44 million
2021/2022: $72 million
2022/2023: $87 million
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Although the amounts allocated are increasing, it’s still inadequate to create the amount of
speakers needed to revitalize our languages. The money will be allocated to more than 600
Indian Bands in Canada.
Other language funding available in British Columbia is through the First Nation’s schools
system and is directly negotiated into the BC Tripartite Education Agreement (BCTEA). The
BCTEA is 5-year agreement between the federal government, the province government and the
First Nations Education Steering Committee. The goal is to ensure that more First Nation’s
Schools can provide quality and culturally appropriate education, which provides more funding
for Language and Culture (among other things). This funding is allocated directly to First
Nations Schools and was signed in January 2019.

Budget Estimates based on Programs
When considering the budget, it’s important to remember that some institutions are already
existing and have existing funding streams, such as the elementary school and the daycare.
Although there is opportunity to work together to strengthen existing language programs. For
example, if an adult immersion program is being offered, it could be used to train the staff in Sim
Algyax to strengthen the language use throughout the school.
Cost
$175,000
$250,000

$200,000
$1,993,500
$200,000

$100,000
$30,000
$480,000 or
$680,000

Description
Salary for a Part-time Curriculum and Resource Developer
$35,000/year for 5 years
Salary for a Full-time Language Coordinator to implement the language
plan
$50,000/year for 5 years
Language House (and land)
Fund 45 new language speakers through 3 cohorts of MentorApprentice Programs and two program
Training and Development for 10 language learners and/or language
champions to upgrade their skills to be able to teach Indigenous
languages effectively using various methods of language teaching
including Rassias, Greymorning, TPR, TPRS, and Paul Creek
Financially support 4 seasonal language camps a year
Financially support the development of more seasonal language camps
2 Year full time adult immersion program
4 Year part time adult immersion program
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Appendix 1
Off-Reserve and On-Line Responses
Although there wasn’t a high number of responses it was balanced across the clans and we
received feedback from across the country. A higher response would have given more accurtae
reflection of the language needs of our off-reserve members.

Where People Responded From
4
3
2
1
0

Lax Gibuu

Ganeda

Lax Skiik

Gisgaast

n/a

Figure 1, Responses by Clan and Place of Residence
In assessing the speaking proficiency, there are most people up to age 60 have a base vocabulary
but are unable to speak in sentences.
1. Not at all

Speakers Proficiency and Ages

2. Know some vocab, can’t
speak in sentences

90
80

3. Not very well; know a lot
of words and phrases but
have difficulties
communicating

70

AGE

60
50
40
30

4. somewhat fluently, can
make myself understood but
have some problems with it

20
10
0
0

2

4

6

SPEAKER PROFIEINCY
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5. fluently

Figure 2, Speaking Proficiencies and Corresponding Age
In assessing the comprehension of our off-reserve members most people up to age 60 can only
understand some words and phrases.

AGE

Language Comprehension and Ages

1. Not at all

90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

2. Understand some
words and phrases only
3. Understand most of a
conversation, but not
completely

0

1

2

3

4

5

4. Very well; understand
everything someone says
to me

COMPREHENSION

Figure 3, Language Comprehension and Corresponding Ages
Off-reserve, most respondents under 60 can only understand some words and phrases. Aged 60
and over more proficient and able to understand the language.
There are many barriers language learners off reserve experience in trying to learn the language.

Barriers to Learning
20
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Figure 4, barriers to language learning off-reserve
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Appendix 2
Gigeenix (Western) Language Status
The response was not high enough to gauge an accurate response. The following graphs are
designed to present a general trend, and to honour the people that took the time to complete the
survey. A higher response would have given more accurate reflection of the language needs of
our Gigeenix communities.
The following graph shows the respondents organized by clans and by place of residence.

Respondents by Clan and Village
4

3

2

1

0
Lax Gibuu

Lax Seel

Gitanmaax

Gisgaast

Sikedakh

lax skiik

Ansbayaxw

Figure 1, Gigeenix Respondents by Clan and Village
A higher sample size was needed to better assess the speaking proficiencies and comprehension
of the Gigeenix community members.
The following graph illustrates the barriers that language learners face when trying to learn to
speak Gitxsanimx.
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Barriers Faced by Language Learners
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Figure 2, Gigeenix Barriers Faced in Language Learning
It’s relevant to note that about half of the Gigeenix respondents worked at the Kispiox
Elementary School, which is probably why work was rated as the largest barrier to learning the
language. It was also observed that many of the staff at the Kispiox Elementary School were
learning the language and hearing the language every day at work.
The following graph illustrates which programs Gigeenix community members think are needed
to revitalize our language.

Prioritized Programs
12
10
8
6

4
2
0

Figure 3, Prioritized Programs for Language Revitalization
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Appendix 3
Approaches to Teaching Indigenous Languages
This table below shows the different methods of teaching Indigenous languages used in North
America. Within the Gitxsan Nation we have people trained in TPR, TPR-S, and MentorApprentice. We also have a partial curriculum translated from Direct Acquisition/Paul Creek
method.

Compiled by Chuutsqa, a language champion of the Hesquiaht Nation (Layla Rorick).
Taken from First Peoples’ Cultural Council website.
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Appendix 4
At a Glimpse – Language Strategy Based on Surveys
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Appendix 5
Language Coordinator Job Description
Reports To: Gitanyow Hereditary Chiefs
Job Overview: Implement the Gitanyow Language Plan
Provide a brief, 4-sentence description of the role, what success in the position looks
like, and how it fits into the company or organization overall.
Responsibilities and Duties:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Implement the Gitanyow Language Plan
Work with Gitanyow Chief and Council and Gitanyow Huwilp Society to
establish a Language House
Work with local language nest and elementary programs to see where
we can train and develop existing language speakers
Develop long term partnerships with local language nest and
elementary school to support and strengthen their language strategy
Identify and pursue funding opportunities including grant opportunities
and core funding
Work with local language champions to develop a curriculum and
implement an adult immersion program that will bring people to an
intermediate level of speaking
Strengthen existing relationships between language speakers and
language learners
Work with local Chiefs and land occupiers to strengthen language
programming in seasonal camps

Qualifications:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bachelors degree an asset
Must be a language speaker and/or a language learner
Strong grant writer
Self-motivated worker able to produce results
Strong communication and advocacy skills
Able to build and maintain professional working relationships
Must carry yourself respectably in the community
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Appendix 6
Budget Details
45 Mentor-Apprentice Programs (MAP)
Each year for 3 years 15 new apprentices will be accepted into the Mentor Apprentice
Program, with each program lasting 3 years (total of 900-immersion hours), the budget
is below.
$220, 500 Year 1 (15 MAP’s)
$441,000 for Year 2 (30 MAP’s)
$660,500 for year 3 (45 MAP)
$441,000 for Year 4 (30 MAP’s)
$220,500 for Year 5 (15 MAP’s)
$1,983,500 to create 45 new language speakers using the Mentor-Apprentice
Model

Adult Immersion Programs

TOTALS
(per year)

Full Time
$50,000
$50,000
$10,000
$40,000
$50,000
$40,000
$240,000

Instructor
1st Language Speaker
Printing, Supplies, Etc.
Childminding
Food
Cook
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Part Time
$35,000 Instructor
$35,000 1st Language Speaker
$10,000 Printing, Supplies, Etc.
$30,000 Childminding
$30,000 food
$30,000 Cook
$170,000

